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About This Game

The universe was nothing but infinite emptiness before you were born of nothing. You were the God before gods were created. You
put the stars in the sky and put time itself in motion. That was not enough. You were lonely, so you decided to create children in

your image to keep you company. However, you soon realized that loneliness might not have been so bad after all.

Creatio Ex Nihilo: Aition is inspired by Greek mythology and takes you back to the very creation of the universe itself. You will
experience an emotional story where each character has unique motivations and personalities, and you will fight battles with

both existential and emotional stakes. You will play as the first being in existence. The God that created everything. And it is up
to you to make sure that the life you created will not end up destroying themselves and everything you hold dear. The fate of the

universe depends on your very actions.

Features:

 Strategic Turn-Based Battles with Cosmic Stakes

 Emotional Storyline (Contains over 10,000 words)

 Visual Novel Style Cutscenes

 A Vast Universe to Explore

Note: This game contains a scene depicting sexual violence. Therefore, it is not recommended for children or those
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creatio ex nihilo aition

OMG BATTLE THESE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 GODS IN THIS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
GaME. TL:DR - People on the internet have made better RPG Maker games than this for free.

I cannot recommend this game. From the get go you are thrown into big empty spaces with trippy backgrounds, and given no
indication of which of the cardinal directions takes you to another map. The screens that do make use of map tiles are poorly
done and are in no way fun to navigate.

Aside from the backgrounds, the character sprites and the monster graphics and the tilesets. Everything else remains unchanged
from from the sample graphics provided by the RPG Maker. While this in itself is not an issue, the fact it clashes with the
original assets makes the overall experience very ugly.

The music, while original adds nothing to the experience and just feels like background noise as you traverse vast, open, boring
spaces.

As it is, this game needs a lot of work done to it before it can even be sold.
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